
Things happen in life that force a software to change

or become redundant.  Such is the case with COVID

CTRL.  The RCAF chain of command released a new

way to determine the appropriate authority for the

planner to communicate with to get approval for the

mission, or trip.  That FRAGO (Fragmented Order)

showed us that COVID CTRL was quickly becoming

obsolete, and if it did not change it would not be

quite as useful.  LCol Bridges, and LCol Smith came

forward before the FRAGO was released to ask us if

we could change COVID CTRL to help users

determine the approval authority rather than just spit

out numbers.  They still wanted to see the numbers,

but there were other things that COVID CTRL could

help people with as well.  The students currently

working at the Flight Deck are not the same ones that

created the COVID CTRL project but were excited to

have the opportunity to cut their teeth on some

React (a JavaScript framework used to create

Responsive User Interfaces), since the new project

that they are working on will also use React for the

front-end user interface.  
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We stopped work on the new project on a Friday

and on the following Monday we picked up the

COVID CTRL project, had some meetings with the

LCol’s and a few of the users that they

recommended to us so that we could work out

all the kinks in the plan before we started putting

fingers to the keyboard. Those meetings were

very insightful, as they lead us to a host of

changes that were wanted, and even allowed us

to highlight the Feedback function available in

COVID CTRL to those users.  That created even

more requests for change as those users must

have told their co-workers about the Feedback

function because as we were working on the

changes, we got several feedback notices that

allowed us to make the product even better.  We

were a day or two overdue but given the number

of things we put in the new Search on Route

feature thanks mostly to the User Interviews we

had with the regular users of COVID CTRL, I don’t

think it hurt to have those final two days for

cleaning up code, and making it all.  The students

are all very happy with their work and learned so

much working with the COVID CTRL project that

they say this next project doesn’t seem so difficult

a task anymore.  Win-Win!
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SHAHIL'S TECH TIP: HOW TO
MAKE THE MOST OUT OF
SLACK  
In addition to /giphy and /remind, here
are a few of Slack’s most helpful quick
commands:

/away: Toggle your “away” status.

/dm: Send a direct message to someone

on your team.

/dnd: Set or end a “Do Not Disturb”

session.

/collapse: Collapse all GIFs, images, and

files in a channel.

/expand: Expand all GIFs, images, and

files in a channel.

/mute: Mute all messages in a channel.

/open: Open or join another channel.

/pref: Open the preferences menu.

/shortcuts: Open the keyboard shortcuts

menu.

/shrug: Send a “shruggie” to your team:

¯\_(ツ)_/¯

/status: Set or clear your status

Bonus tip: To see the full list of Slack

quick commands, just hit / in the

message field, and all the command

options will pop up

BAKING WITH JACK: SOFT
CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIES

I made these cookies a while

back, and they are fantastic!

A super easy recipe that uses

many ingredients you'll likely

already have at home, you're

sure to have great cookies in

less than 15 minutes! Try

adding mini-eggs instead of

chocolate chips for an Easter

twist. Take a look at the

recipe here 

FIND THE EGG WITH A HEART
PAINTED ON IT

A WORK FROM HOME
TIP FROM CAESAR: 

"For people who use computers the whole day:

20-20-20 rule, look away from the screen every

20 minutes at something 20 feet away for 20

seconds. Greatly reduces eye strain and pain"

https://sallysbakingaddiction.com/chocolate-chip-cookies/
https://sallysbakingaddiction.com/chocolate-chip-cookies/
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